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Slay the Dragon 2016-06-15
success is your birthright progress is your natural way of being expansion is how you were designed if life has beaten you down and you like me have some
inner demons this book will help you slay the dragons of sabotage and get on with creating your best life when you can identify and slay the 5 dragons of
self sabotage you release an inner power that will excite and delight you there is harmony within you feel a divine guidance over your life you have a
profound sense of clarity and just know what to do to achieve your goals my intention with this message is to teach you a simple yet profound process to
break through self sabotage through the disciplines of psychology neurology and theology you ll learn how to re create your self view and discover new
levels of confidence and contributiontransform your circumstances into the driving force that fuels youbreak through fear of failure and success to become
a blessing to others create clarity to stop procrastination and make you unstoppablerelease control and tap into unrealized and unlimited potentialmanage
your emotions and learn how to discipline your thoughts experiencing the life you really want is that simple but make no mistake it isn t easy you ll work
harder on yourself than you ever have you ve got to be willing to do the inner work to become what you want before you can experience it through this
process you will become a dragon slayer

Selling the Dream 2024-03-12
a next big idea club must read for march 2024 a bustle best new book of spring 2024 peabody and emmy award winning journalist jane marie expands on
her popular podcast the dream to expose the scourge of multilevel marketing schemes and how they have profited off the evisceration of the american
working class we ve all heard of amway mary kay tupperware and lularoe but few know the nefarious way they and countless other multilevel marketing
mlm companies prey on desperate americans struggling to make ends meet when factories close stalwart industries shutter and blue collar opportunities
evaporate mlms are there ready to pounce on the crumbling american dream mlms thrive in rural areas and on military bases targeting women with
promises of being their own boss and millions of dollars in easy income even at the risk of their entire life savings but the vast majority 99 7 of those who
join an mlm make no money or lose money and wind up stuck with inventory they can t sell to recoup their losses featuring in depth reporting and intimate
research selling the dream reveals how these companies often owned by political and corporate elites such as the devos and the van andels families have
made a windfall in profit off of the desperation of the american working class

Summary of RENEWAL for Field Leaders by Brett Blake 2022-03-17
operating in the direct sales world is challenging so consultant brett a blake lends a hand he notes that direct sales are counterintuitive in non direct sales
firms increased sales are always positive but for direct sales firms increased sales now can result in slower sales later unless firms correspondingly add
more field leaders blake tackles the challenge of adding the right new field leaders reaching new customers who can become leaders and prospering in this
challenging arena this officially licensed summary of renewal for field leaders was produced by getabstract the world s largest provider of book summaries
getabstract works with hundreds of the best publishers to find and summarize the most relevant content out there find out more at getabstract com

Direct Selling Success 2019-07-18
the eagerly awaited sequel to the worldwide bestseller how to build a multi level money machine from direct selling icon and hall of famer randy gage
randy gage revolutionized the direct selling profession with the bestselling phenomenon how to build a multi level money machine translated into more
than 20 languages now he s at it again with the long waited sequel direct selling success this all new book is the ultimate textbook on creating success in



the business you ll learn everything from choosing the right company finding the best candidates becoming a rock star recruiter to advanced skills like
making powerful presentations becoming a leader and creating a leadership factory on your team since randy s previous book took the profession by storm
there have been significant changes to the business that demand a fully up to date sequel regulatory oversight of the industry has increased dramatically it
s now much trickier to make simple product or income claims and distributors are hungry for the right information on how to get it done the business model
has gained widespread public acceptance it s now common for industry companies to secure naming rights for sports arenas and sponsor major league
teams even warren buffet and forbes magazine promote the business more and more people are taking on side hustles and are considering or already in
the business maybe the biggest change is the impact of e commerce social media and mobile apps on the business today randy s up to the minute book
explains how you can become successful in this new environment the need for expert proven guidance on the direct selling and network marketing
profession has never been greater than right now direct selling success will help you choose the best company for you locate the best candidates become a
rock star recruiter design your system to create maximum duplication employ the latest e commerce and social media marketing techniques to grow your
business conduct powerful persuasive presentations become a positive dynamic leader for your team the direct selling industry continues to experience
robust growth the opportunity to generate passive income and create complete financial freedom is immense under current conditions direct selling
success is a must have resource for anyone who wants to build a team of customers and distributors that will generate residual income for years to come

The Anthropology of Global Pentecostalism and Evangelicalism 2015-10-09
the phenomenal growth of pentecostalism and evangelicalism around the world in recent decades has forced us to rethink what it means to be religious
and what it means to be global the success of these religious movements has revealed tensions and resonances between the public and the private the
religious and the cultural and the local and the global this volume provides a wide ranging and accessible as well as ethnographically rich perspective on
what has become a truly global religious trend one that is challenging conventional analytical categories within the social sciences this book informs
students and seasoned scholars alike about the character of pentecostalism and evangelicalism not only as they have spread across the globe but also as
they have become global movements adopting a broadly anthropological approach the chapters synthesize the existing literature on pentecostalism and
evangelicalism even as they offer new analyses and critiques they show how the study of pentecostalism and evangelicalism provides a fresh way to
approach classic anthropological themes they contest the frequent characterization of these movements as conservative religious social and political forces
and they argue that pentecostalism and evangelicalism are significant not least because they encourage us to reflect on the intersections of politics
materiality morality and law ultimately the volume leaves us with a clear sense of the cultural and social power as well as the theoretical significance of
forms of christianity that we can no longer afford to ignore

Report Cosmesi - 1a e 2a edizione 2022 2022-11-09T00:00:00+01:00
24 ore ricerche e studi la struttura del gruppo 24 ore che analizza i vari settori e mercati dal punto di vista economico e finanziario presenta il report
annuale 2022 aggiornato a ottobre 2022 dedicato al settore cosmesi lo studio analizza le principali evidenze quantitative e numeri chiave per inquadrare il
settore nel contesto economico e finanziario di riferimento e altresì presente un importante outlook del settore a cura di strategic management partners a
cura di valuecube viene modellizzata l azienda campione del settore sottoposto ad analisi per consentire a qualsiasi impresa dello stesso settore
indipendentemente dalla classe dimensionale di verificare i propri parametri e gli scostamenti dal benchmark l ufficio studi analizza in collaborazione con
cosmetica italia il mercato italiano della cosmesi partendo dal mercato italiano l ufficio studi sviluppa la ricerca a livello europeo e mondiale italia europa
francia e germania mondo stati uniti cina giappone lo studio include anche una panoramica delle principali grandezze economiche facenti capo a questo
comparto in particolare import export del settore cosmetico l ufficio studi del sole 24 ore prende in considerazione i più rilevanti dati di bilancio storici per



le prime 20 aziende in italia le prime 30 in europa e le prime 50 nel mondo e per le società quotate vengono indicate anche le stime di consensus degli
analisti sul futuro e fornita un ampia disclosure sulle più importanti società non quotate italiane europee e mondiali e sulle più recenti e rilevanti operazioni
di m a nel settore cosmetico approfondimenti specifici sono dedicati alle due società italiane quotate del settore intercos e culti milano un focus specifico è
dedicato ai canali e commerce e alla cosmesi bio e green dati finanziari ed economici i numeri della capacità produttiva e del consumo i trend e le
previsioni del settore

Report Cosmetica 1° aggiornamento 2023 2023-03-15T00:00:00+01:00
il 1 aggiornamento 2023 del report cosmetica realizzato da 24 ore ricerche e studi la struttura del gruppo 24 ore che analizza i vari settori e mercati dal
punto di vista economico e finanziario prevede analisi e numeri chiave del settore lo studio analizza le principali evidenze quantitative e numeri chiave per
inquadrare il settore nel contesto economico e finanziario di riferimento e altresì presente un importante outlook del settore a cura di strategic
management partners a cura di valuecube viene modellizzata l azienda campione del settore sottoposto ad analisi per consentire a qualsiasi impresa dello
stesso settore indipendentemente dalla classe dimensionale di verificare i propri parametri e gli scostamenti dal benchmark l ufficio studi analizza in
collaborazione con cosmetica italia il mercato italiano della cosmesi con un intervista a al suo centro studi e cultura d impresa ricerche italia europa mondo
partendo dal mercato italiano l ufficio studi sviluppa la ricerca a livello europeo e mondiale italia europa francia e germania mondo stati uniti cina giappone
lo studio include anche una panoramica delle principali grandezze economiche facenti capo a questo comparto in particolare import export del settore
cosmetico l ufficio studi del sole 24 ore prende in considerazione i più rilevanti dati di bilancio storici per le prime 20 aziende in italia le prime 30 in europa
e le prime 50 nel mondo e per le società quotate vengono indicate anche le stime di consensus degli analisti sul futuro operazioni m a È fornita un ampia
disclosure sulle più importanti società non quotate italiane europee e mondiali e sulle più recenti e rilevanti operazioni di m a nel settore cosmetico
interviste e focus in questa edizione sono presenti interviste ai top player del settore e un focus dedicato alla diversity inclusion aggionamento il secondo
aggiornamento del report è previsto nel mese di ottobre 2023 tutte le tabelle della 1 edizione sono state aggiornate a metà febbraio 2023

Islam, Youth, and Modernity in the Gambia 2013-10-28
this monograph deals with the sweeping emergence of the tablighi jama at a transnational islamic missionary movement that has its origins in the
reformist tradition that emerged in india in the mid nineteenth century in the gambia in the past decade it explores how a movement that originated in
south asia could appeal to the local muslim population youth and women in particular in a west african setting by recording the biographical narratives of
five gambian tablighis the book provides an understanding of the ambiguities and contradictions young people are confronted with in their re negotiation of
muslim identity together these narratives form a picture of how gambian youth go about their lives within the framework of neoliberal reforms and
renegotiated parameters informed by the tablighi model of how to be a true muslim which is interpreted as a believer who is able to reconcile his or her
faith with a modern lifestyle

Handbook of Cultural Studies and Education 2018-11-15
the handbook of cultural studies in education brings together interdisciplinary voices to ask critical questions about the meanings of diverse forms of
cultural studies and the ways in which it can enrich both education scholarship and practice examining multiple forms mechanisms and actors of resistance
in cultural studies it seeks to bridge the gap between theory and practice by examining the theme of resistance in multiple fields and contested spaces
from a holistic multi dimensional perspective converging insights from leading scholars practitioners and community activists particular focus is paid to the



practical role and impact of these converging fields in challenging rupturing subverting and changing the dominant socio economic political and cultural
forces that work to maintain injustice and inequity in various educational contexts with contributions from international scholars this handbook serves as a
key transdisciplinary resource for scholars and students interested in how and in what forms cultural studies can be applied to education

The Oxford Handbook of Human Development and Culture 2015
a comprehensive synopsis of theory and research on human development with every chapter drawing together findings from cultures around the world

Crisis, Movement, Management: Globalising Dynamics 2016-05-23
globalised neo liberalism has produced multiple crises social ecological political in the past crises of global order have generated large scale social
transformations and the current crises likewise hold a transformative promise social movements become a crucial barometer in signalling both the demise
and rise of political formations and programs elite strategies framed as crisis management create their own disordering side effects experiments in
movement strategy gain greater significance as do contending elite efforts at repressing managing or displacing the fall out in this book we investigate
both movements and management in the face of crisis taking crisis and unanticipated consequences as a normal state of play the book enquires into the
winners and losers from crisis and investigates the movement management nexus as it unfolds in particular localities as well as in broader contexts the
book deals with some of the most pressing conflicts of our time and produces a range of theoretical insights the ubiquity of crisis is seen as not only a
hallmark of social life but a way into a different kind of social analysis this book was published as a special issue of globalizations

Yearbook of Transnational History 2019-07-19
this second volume of the yearbook of transnational history offers readers new perspectives on historical research this yearbook is the only periodical
worldwide dedicated to the publication of research in the field of transnational history

Encyclopedia of Children, Adolescents, and the Media 2007
publisher description

Crossover Picturebooks 2013-06-17
this book situates the picturebook genre within the widespread international phenomenon of crossover literature examining an international corpus of
picturebooks including artists books wordless picturebooks and celebrity picturebooks that appeal to readers of all ages focusing on contemporary
picturebooks sandra beckett shows that the picturebook has traditionally been seen as a children s genre but in the eyes of many authors illustrators and
publishers it is a narrative form that can address any and all age groups innovative graphics and formats as well as the creative often complex dialogue
between text and image provide multiple levels of meaning and invite readers of all ages to consider texts that are primarily marketed as children s books
the interplay of text and image that distinguishes the picturebook from other forms of fiction and makes it a unique art form also makes it the ultimate
crossover genre crossover picturebooks are often very complex texts that are challenging for adults as well as children many are characterized by difficult
adult themes genre blending metafictive discourse intertextuality sophisticated graphics and complex text image interplay exciting experiments with new



formats and techniques as well as novel interactions with new media and technologies have made the picturebook one of the most vibrant and innovative
contemporary literary genres one that seems to know no boundaries crossover picturebooks is a valuable addition to the study of a genre that is gaining
increasing recognition and appreciation and contributes significantly to the field of children s literature as a whole

The Routledge Companion to the French Revolution in World History 2015-09-16
the routledge companion to the french revolution in world history engages with some of the most recent trends in french revolutionary scholarship by
considering the revolution in its global context across seventeen chapters an international team of contributors examine the impact of the revolution not
only on its european neighbours but on latin america north america and africa assess how far events there impacted on the revolution in france and
suggest something of the revolution s enduring legacy in the modern world the companion views the french revolution through a deliberately wide lens the
first section deals with its global repercussions from the mediterranean to the caribbean and includes a discussion of major insurrections such as those in
haiti and venezuela three chapters then dissect the often complex and entangled relations with other revolutionary movements in seventeenth century
britain the american colonies and meiji japan the focus then switches to international involvement in the events of 1789 and the circulation of ideas people
goods and capital in a final section contributors throw light on how the revolution was and is still remembered across the globe with chapters on russia
china and australasia an introduction by the editors places the revolution in its political historical and historiographical context the routledge companion to
the french revolution in world history is a timely and important contribution to scholarship of the french revolution

Youth and Work in the Post-Industrial City of North America and Europe 2003
in north american and european cities youth live in precarious social and economic conditions the issue of employment has become a political problem in
this volume sociological economical and ethnographical perspectives are used to explain ethnic discrimination inequalities at school unemployment and
marginalization work remains a central value in young peoples lives who not only are victimized but also try to find escapes originally in french this
extended and updated book contains contributions by enrico pugliese saskia sassen min zhou frangois dubet paul anisef paul axelrod ida susser and others

The Making of Les Bleus 2012-12-16
the making of les bleus traces the fifth republic s quest to create elite athletes in two global team sports football and basketball primarily at the youth level
while the objective of this mission was to improve performances at international competitions such programs were quickly seized upon to help ease
domestic issues and tensions the onset of the cold war forced countries of all sizes to rethink their relevancy a country s ability to exert soft power or
influence others through the cultural sphere became more important sport was but one way through which to do so the extent to which france harnessed
the athletic domain was unprecedented among other west european nations in france sport particularly at the youth level was used to cultivate soft power
internationally to transmit republican ideals of democracy and fair play to the youth and to examine and create a modern post colonial french identity in a
globalizing world the french sought to find a third way in sports much in the way that it sought to create an alternative between the diplomatic policies of
washington and moscow fifth republic sports systems placed the training of elite athletes under the state at the same time private clubs also played an
important role in developing players to serve the republic in elite competition examination of the republic s quest to create elite athletes provides
perspective on how france coped with and adapted to the post 1945 world in what ways did the country reconfigure its global role how did domestic
changes impact society in a globalizing post colonial world how has france come to terms with the past in what ways has france sought to create a new
french identity this story helps answer such questions the history of the state s cooption of youth sports forms a compelling tale and serves as a prism



through which to investigate the larger history of france the evolution of society the impacts of the media revolution and the government s mission of
public health it underscores just how much things have changed yet still remained the same you can find a podcast interview with the author about this
book at newbooksinsports com 2013 11 14 lindsay krasnoff the making of les bleus sport in france 1958 2010 lexington books 2012

Crossover Fiction 2010-11-24
in crossover fiction sandra l beckett explores the global trend of crossover literature and explains how it is transforming literary canons concepts of
readership the status of authors the publishing industry and bookselling practices this study will have significant relevance across disciplines as scholars in
literary studies media and cultural studies visual arts education psychology and sociology examine the increasingly blurred borderlines between adults and
young people in contemporary society notably with regard to their consumption of popular culture

Sesame Street 2023
in sesame street a transnational history author helle strandgaard jensen tells the story of how the american television show became a global brand jensen
argues that because the show s domestic production was not financially viable from the beginning sesame street became a commodity that its producers
assertively marketed all over the world sesame street a transnational history combines archival research from seven countries bolstering an insightful
analysis of how local reception and rejection of the show related to the global sales strategies and american ideals it was built upon contrary to the
producers oft publicized claims of sesame street s universality the show was heavily shaped by a fixed set of assumptions about childhood education and
commercial entertainment this made sales difficult as sesame street met both skepticism and direct hostility from foreign television producers who did not
share these ideals drawing on insights from new histories about childhood education and transnational media the book lays bare a cultural clash of
international proportions rooted in divergent approaches to children s television in doing so it provides a reflective backdrop to the many ongoing debates
about children s media in contrasting the positive receptions and renunciations of sesame street jensen demonstrates that it was only after a substantial
rethinking of sesame street s aims and business model that this program ended up on numerous broadcasting schedules by the mid 1970s along the way
this rethinking and the constant negotiations with potential international buyers created and shaped the business and corporate brand that paved the way
for the sesame street we know today

Students of the World 2022-07-11
on june 30 1960 the day of the congo s independence prime minister patrice lumumba gave a fiery speech in which he conjured a definitive shift away from
a past of colonial oppression toward a future of sovereignty dignity and justice his assassination a few months later showed how much neocolonial forces
and the cold war jeopardized african movements for liberation in students of the world pedro monaville traces a generation of congolese student activists
who refused to accept the foreclosure of the future lumumba envisioned these students sought to decolonize university campuses but the projects of
emancipation they articulated went well beyond transforming higher education monaville explores the modes of being and thinking that shaped their
politics he outlines a trajectory of radicalization in which gender constructions cosmopolitan dispositions and the influence of a dissident popular culture
mattered as much as access to various networks of activism and revolutionary thinking by illuminating the many worlds inhabited by congolese students at
the time of decolonization monaville charts new ways of writing histories of the global 1960s from africa



The Oxford Handbook of the History of Education 2019-06-17
this handbook offers a global view of the historical development of educational institutions systems of schooling ideas about education and educational
experiences its 36 chapters consider changing scholarship in the field examine nationally oriented works by comparing themes and approaches lend
international perspective on a range of issues in education and provide suggestions for further research and analysis like many other subfields of historical
analysis the history of education has been deeply affected by global processes of social and political change especially since the 1960s the handbook
weighs the influence of various interpretive perspectives including revisionist viewpoints taking particular note of changes in the past half century
contributors consider how schooling and other educational experiences have been shaped by the larger social and political context and how these
influences have affected the experiences of students their families and the educators who have worked with them the handbook provides insight and
perspective on a wide range of topics including pre modern education colonialism and anti colonial struggles indigenous education minority issues in
education comparative international and transnational education childhood education non formal and informal education and a range of other issues each
contribution includes endnotes and a bibliography for readers interested in further study

Surviving with Dignity 2013
surviving with dignity explores three key interconnected themes structural violence suffering and surviving with dignity through examining the lived
experiences of first and second generation migrant hausa men in niamey over the past two decades in the current neoliberal moment colonialism state
mismanagement structural adjustment and global neoliberalism have inflicted structural violence on nigeriens by denying them human and particularly
socioeconomic rights and relegating them to a status at or very near the bottom of un human development index in each year of the past decade as a
result of structural violence most hausa of niamey suffer grinding and intractable poverty that has intensified over the past two decades suffering is a
recurrent and expected condition it is the normal condition the central goal of the book is to explain the material migration and informal economy work and
symbolic meaning making strategies that hausa individuals and communities have deployed in their struggles not only to literally survive in the face of
economic austerity on the outer periphery of the global economy but also to survive with dignity despite daunting challenges many hausa men find
strength and patience in their humble devotion to islam cherish their vibrant sociability and gracious hospitality deeply value extraordinary conversational
virtuosity and knowledge deploy humor in complex transcendent defensive and self critical ways perpetuate a sense of hope and optimism for the future
articulate their own modernities and strive relentlessly to feel connected to the modern world at large extreme poverty created by socioeconomic injustice
constitutes an unacceptable assault on human dignity hausa men s remarkable strength does not negate the reality of the socioeconomic injustices they
face their dire poverty in a world of plenty is unacceptable even when they handle it gracefully

Ages of Anxiety 2018-07-31
six compelling histories of youth crime in the twentieth century ages of anxiety presents six case studies of juvenile justice policy in the twentieth century
from around the world adding context to the urgent and international conversation about youth crime and justice by focusing on magistrates social workers
probation and police officers and youth themselves editors william s bush and david s tanenhaus highlight the role of ordinary people as meaningful and
consequential historical actors after providing an international perspective on the social history of ideas about how children are different from adults the
contributors explain why those differences should matter for the administration of justice they examine how reformers used the idea of modernization to
build and legitimize juvenile justice systems in europe and mexico and present histories of policing and punishing youth crime ages of anxiety introduces a
new theoretical model for interpreting historical research to demonstrate the usefulness of social histories of children and youth for policy analysis and



decision making in the twenty first century shedding new light on the substantive aims of the juvenile court the book is a historically informed perspective
on the critical topic of youth crime and justice

Progress for Children 2009
undernutrition contributes to the deaths of about 5 6 million children under five in the developing world each year it can lead to poor school performance
and dropout it threatens girls future ability to bear healthy children and it perpetuates a generational cycle of poverty this volume of progress for children
reports on the world s performance in improving nutrition in young children a crucial step towards meeting the millennium development goals

Challenge and Opportunity 2011-11-01
this book provides a critical analysis of the most significant developments in the college systems in every province and territory since 1895 with
contributions by leading scholars it addresses such topics as leadership entrepreneurship new forms of organization accountability instructional
methodology the emergence of a college culture and education of first nations students key questions are explored how are differences in collective and
individual interests to be managed how can social economic and demographic realities be taken into account in managing the intangible capital of
education what are the best ways of ensuring opportunities for education training flexibility and varied access and mobility within higher education systems

International Communication and Globalization 1997-07-30
against a background of rapid technological change the impact of global communication on national cultures and societies has become a dynamic area of
critical enquiry international communication and globalization offers a timely overview of the rapidly expanding area of media and communication studies
leading contributors offer a range of perspectives on the relationship between the process of globalization and international communication individual
chapters examine the impact of market relations deregulation and technology of third world countries as well as the ethics of the global communications
industry international communication and globalization makes an important intervention in current debates about media technology and society

A Companion to World History 2014-12-15
a companion to world history presents over 30 essays from an international group of historians that both identify continuing areas of contention
disagreement and divergence in world and global history and point to directions for further debate features a diverse cast of contributors that include
established world historians and emerging scholars explores a wide range of topics and themes including and the practice of world history key ideas of
world historians the teaching of world history and how it has drawn upon and challenged traditional teaching approaches and global approaches to writing
world history places an emphasis on non anglophone approaches to the topic considers issues of both scholarship and pedagogy on a transnational
interregional and world global scale

The Routledge International Handbook of Children, Adolescents, and Media 2022-05-30
this second thoroughly updated edition of the routledge international handbook of children adolescents and media analyzes a broad range of
complementary areas of study including children as media consumers children as active participants in media making and representations of children in



the media the roles that media play in the lives of children and adolescents as well as their potential implications for their cognitive emotional social and
behavioral development have attracted growing research attention in a variety of disciplines this handbook presents a collection that spans a variety of
disciplines including developmental psychology media studies public health education feminist studies and the sociology of childhood chapters provide a
unique intellectual mapping of current knowledge exploring the relationship between children and media in local national and global contexts divided into
five parts each with an introduction explaining the themes and topics covered the handbook features over 50 contributions from leading and upcoming
academics from around the globe the revised and new chapters consider vital questions by analyzing texts audience and institutions including media and
its effects on children s mental health children and the internet of toys media and digital inequalities news and citizenship in the aftermath of covid 19 the
handbook s interdisciplinary approach and comprehensive current and international scope make it an authoritative state of the art guide to the field of
children s media studies it will be indispensable for media scholars and professionals policy makers educators and parents

The Palgrave Handbook of African Men and Masculinities 2024
this handbook provides a comprehensive interdisciplinary overview of key theoretical and analytical approaches topics and debates in contemporary
scholarship on african masculinities refusing to privilege western theoretical constructs but remaining in dialogue with them contributors explore the
contestations around and diversities within men masculinities and sexualities in africa investigate individual and collective practices of masculinity and
interrogate the social construction of masculinities bringing together insights from scholars across gender studies sociology anthropology philosophy
history literature and religion this book demonstrates how recognizing and upholding the integrity of african phenomena locating and reflecting on men and
masculinities in varied african contexts and drawing new theoretical frameworks all combine to take the discourse on men and masculinities in africa
forward chapters examine a range of issues within the context of masculinities including embodiment sport violence militarism spirituality gender roles
fatherhood homosexuality health and work this handbook will be valuable reading for scholars researchers and policymakers in gender studies particularly
masculinity studies and africana studies

Histories of Sex Work Around the World 2024-08-07
this book offers snapshots of sex work in global history examining how it has differed in different places around the world at different points in time
focusing on certain moments in certain places and examinations of historical lives it offers a diverse approach with a heavy focus on lived experience to
see what selling sex was like instead of what it meant therefore this book aims to argue that selling sex has been different at different times and present
the diversity of experience in sex work throughout history through case studies and comparisons aimed for students scholars and general readers alike
histories of sex work around the world provides an introduction to the history of sex work within a global perspective the case studies cover a wide range of
topics and geographical regions from north america to mexico city to vietnam spanning across 12 different countries and over 400 years of history before
considering the future of sex work in the internet age furthermore this book features chapters with personal accounts from writers with experience selling
sex managing a brothel or working as a dancer it also includes a foreword from renowned writer and historian julia laite author of bestselling book the
disappearance of lydia harvey

Neuerscheinungen über die Europäischen Gemeinschaften eingegangen in der Bibliothek



1993
translating children s literature is an exploration of the many developmental and linguistic issues related to writing and translating for children an audience
that spans a period of enormous intellectual progress and affective change from birth to adolescence lathey looks at a broad range of children s literature
from prose fiction to poetry and picture books each of the seven chapters addresses a different aspect of translation for children covering narrative style
and the challenges of translating the child s voice the translation of cultural markers for young readers translation of the modern picture book dialogue
dialect and street language in modern children s literature read aloud qualities wordplay onomatopoeia and the translation of children s poetry
retranslation retelling and reworking the role of translation for children within the global publishing and translation industries this is the first practical guide
to address all aspects of translating children s literature featuring extracts from commentaries and interviews with published translators of children s
literature as well as examples and case studies across a range of languages and texts each chapter includes a set of questions and exercises for students
translating children s literature is essential reading for professional translators researchers and students on courses in translation studies or children s
literature

Translating Children's Literature 2015-07-24
examines the diverse oeuvre of internationally recognised french algerian director rachid bouchareb

ReFocus: The Films of Rachid Bouchareb 2020-09-21
drawing on a wide range of case studies cultures of financialization argues that in our age of crisis the global economy is more invested than ever in culture
and the imagination we must take the idea of fictitious capital seriously as a way to understand the power of finance and what might be done to stop it

Cultures of Financialization 2014-10-10
for almost three quarters of a century the countries of western europe have abandoned national sovereignty as an ideal nation states are being dismantled
by supranationalism from above by multiculturalism from below this book explains why supranationalism and multiculturalism are in fact irreconcilable with
representative government and the rule of law it challenges one of the most central beliefs in contemporary legal and political philosophy which is that
borders are bound to disappear

The Significance of Borders 2012-05-25
in the age of globalization the transnational dimension of sciences like medicine seems to be given however the agents connecting different parts of this
transnational biomedical landscape have yet to receive their due attention situated at the intersection of contemporary debates as well as theories of
medical anthropology and migration in the 21st century this book explores the experiences of nigerian trained physicians who migrated to the us and the
uk within the last 40 years by drawing on individual professional life stories judith schühle illuminates how these physicians disconnect from and re connect
to diverse local social and biomedical contexts becoming established abroad while at the same time trying to influence health care services in nigeria
through transnational endeavors



Traversing Transnational Biomedical Landscapes 2020-04-30
collective mobilisation in africa enough is enough is a collection of empirical studies describing the range of protests modes in africa mobilisations
collectives en afrique Ça suffit est un ouvrage qui s appuie sur des études de cas empiriques pour décrire la pluralité des modes de contestation en afrique

Collective Mobilisations in Africa / Mobilisations collectives en Afrique 2015-06-02
modernism and the anthropocene explores twentieth century literature as it engages with the non human world across a range of contexts from familiar
modernist works by d h lawrence and hart crane to still emergent genres like comics and speculative fiction this volume tackles a series of related
questions regarding how best to understand humanity s increasing domination of the natural world

Modernism and the Anthropocene 2021-09-27
young people are often at the forefront of democratic activism whether self organised or supported by youth workers and community development
professionals focusing on youth activism for greater equality liberty and mutual care radical democracy this timely collection explores the movement s
impacts on community organisations and workers essays from the global north and global south cover the black lives matter movement environmental
activism and the struggles of refugees at a time of huge global challenges youth participation is a dynamic lens through which all community development
scholars and participants can rethink their approaches

Young People, Radical Democracy and Community Development 2022-11-16

Anthropologica 2002
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